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PURPOSE: This Coastal and Hydraulics Engineering Technical Note (CHETN) presents examples of Automatic Identification System (AIS) data and capabilities used to support real-time operations, assist in incident investigations, and contribute to waterways usage analysis projects for a variety of infrastructure management needs across the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). These case study presentations serve as examples for those who are new to AIS technology or navigation infrastructure operations.

INTRODUCTION: The development of AIS technology for ocean-going vessels was active in the 1990s, but implementation became more widespread after the year 2001. By 2016, carriage requirements had expanded to include most commercial self-propelled vessels on US navigable waters including any vessel over 65 ft\(^1\) in length, towing vessels over 26 ft in length with a greater than 600 hp engine, vessels certified to carry 150 or more passengers, dredges in or near a commercial channel, and vessels moving certain dangerous cargo (USCG 2018; US Code of Regulations 2019). In addition, many private recreational vessels have also chosen to carry AIS transceivers to improve on-water awareness. Beyond the improved situational awareness for mariners that real-time AIS provides, historical AIS records have proven useful to a variety of maritime stakeholders, including infrastructure operators (Mitchell and Scully 2014; Scully and Mitchell 2015). AIS vessel position data can be purchased through commercial vendors or received from the US Coast Guard (USCG) Nationwide AIS (NAIS) archive. Two software programs developed by the US Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) have access to AIS data feeds and make AIS data available to USACE personnel. These programs are the Lock Operations Management Application (LOMA) (USACE-ERDC 2017) and the AIS Analysis Package (AISAP) (USACE-ERDC 2018), both described in the next section. Further information about AIS technical standards and history can be found online through international associations involved in setting technical standards (IALA 2008; IEC 2001; ITU-R 2014; PIANC 2019). This CHETN will describe how AIS data have been applied across the USACE in the areas of real-time waterway operations, incident investigations, and waterway use analysis.

METHODS

Lock Operations Management Application (LOMA). LOMA is a web-based tool designed primarily for real-time operational use by infrastructure operators, primarily at navigation locks. LOMA presents AIS data in a graphic user interface in conjunction with electronic charts, aerial imagery, and other information.

---

LOMA receives data from the USACE network of over 135 AIS transceivers located along inland waterways, as well as nine USACE-owned vessels. Data from the LOMA network are ultimately sent to the NAIS archive for long-term storage. A view of the LOMA user interface is shown in Figure 1. LOMA access is currently available to any USACE employee.

**AIS Analysis Package (AISAP).** AISAP is a web-based software that allows users to query the USCG NAIS archive of AIS records. AISAP users can search for individual vessels or do a spatial search for all vessels that transited a defined area within a given time range. Data queries can be customized in a variety of ways, including by the signal sampling frequency (e.g., every 2 s or once per day), vessel speed range, or vessel types. Once data are acquired from the NAIS, there are visualization tools within AISAP that allow users to display vessel track line maps (point to point connections) and signal density plots; for examples see Figure 2. Other AISAP functions include statistical summaries of vessel characteristics and downloadable spreadsheet files for information such as dwell time within an area or vessel speed across a user-defined digital gate.

**Figure 2.** (A) Historical vessel tracks in San Francisco Bay; (B) AIS signal density plot along the eastern coast of Michigan and the Soo Locks. (Credit: AISAP/USACE ERDC-CHL)

**Real-Time Operational Use.** Within the USACE, one of the primary real-time operational uses of AIS data is through the LOMA system. LOMA allows users the ability to set up zones and receive notices any time a vessel enters or exits that zone (Figure 3). This provides lock
operators with an estimated arrival time for approaching vessel traffic and allows them to plan accordingly. Data on vessels entering and exiting zones are stored in a database and can be retrieved and downloaded for further analysis. LOMA also has the ability to play back saved AIS data up to 45 days old for use in incident investigation or to observe recent waterway usage. This capability has been used to determine exactly where a reported grounding has occurred, saving the cost and effort of dispatching survey teams when the grounding location is outside the maintained channel.

Figure 3. Screenshot of LOMA display showing the user-created watch zone (blue rectangle) and items within that zone, including locks and active vessels such as the *John D. Nugent* whose information is displayed in the left panel. (Credit: LOMA/USACE ERDC-CHL)
Another example of real-time operational support provided by AIS is the ability to transmit information to vessels. For example, AIS data feeds can be used to transmit information about shifting work zones around equipment such as the USACE Mat Sinking Unit that operates along the Mississippi River, or operational changes including alternate routes that might be available during high water levels on a river. Another application of this is the ability to generate a virtual aid to navigation (AtoN) before a physical buoy can be placed or in places where the presence of ice or large tidal ranges prevent placement of a physical buoy or other type of AtoN. An example of this is shown in Figure 4, where a virtual AtoN is marking a submerged wreck along an inland waterway. The AIS transmit capability could also be used to relay weather observations, water levels, or traffic plans for navigation locks. Protocols for information transmissions are being developed in partnership with the USCG.

**Waterway Incident Investigations.**

Waterway incidents might happen in remote locations, and depending on the type of incident, may be reported days later or not officially reported at all and only relayed through informal means of communication. For example, a tow pilot reported a grounding event inside of the channel near River Mile 819 of the Upper Mississippi River near a notoriously sharp bend in the river. A recreation of the vessel track line (Figure 5) using AIS data showed that the grounding likely happened just outside of the marked channel, which meant the local USACE St. Paul District did not have an urgent need to dispatch a hydrosurvey team to identify a shoal formation.

A similar situation occurred in the USACE Norfolk District where a grounding inside the navigation channel was informally reported.
In this case, the re-created vessel track line was overlain on recent bathymetric data from a hydrosurvey (Figure 6) which suggested that there was a shoal forming in the reported location but that the channel was still navigable. A third example of the AIS data use for incident analysis is shown in Figure 7, which depicts re-created tracklines from an incident where two vessels crossed paths on the Columbia River within 10 minutes of each other. Although there was no accident associated with this situation, capturing such near-miss events can provide valuable information for waterway managers or users.

![Figure 6. Vessel track from reported grounding (purple line) over contour lines from a hydrosurvey. (Credit: USACE Norfolk District)](image1)

![Figure 7. Forensic analysis of reported “near miss” where vessels crossed paths but did not collide while underway in the Columbia River. (Credit: USACE Portland District)](image2)
**Waterway Use Analysis.** In addition to the real-time operational support and utility during maritime incident investigations, AIS data have proven useful in a variety of waterway use analysis projects.

**Sturgeon and vessel interaction in James River, Virginia.** AIS data have recently been used to evaluate the potential for interactions between vessels and aquatic species of concern within the USACE Norfolk District. The James River flows through Virginia and contains endangered sturgeon species. By combining fish-movement tracking data (collected with acoustic tags) and AIS vessel position data, the District is investigating how fish behave when in close proximity to large moving vessels (Balazik et al. 2018). Figure 8 shows an example of the time-stamped and georeferenced AIS and sturgeon-position data sets displayed together.

![Figure 8. Vessel position location (ship icons) and acoustic-tagged sturgeon tracks (fish icons connected by red line) in the James River, VA. (Credit: M. Balazik [USACE-ERDC-EL])](image)

**Great Lakes maritime transportation and the steel industry.** The USACE Detroit District has used AISAP to extract vessel position reports for dry bulk commodity vessels transiting throughout the Great Lakes system. With those position reports, staff at Detroit District developed a signal density (heatmap) layer and then combined that imagery with land-side information about strategic industrial facilities in the region. The resulting graphic (Figure 9) is used to illustrate the important relationship between waterborne transportation of iron ore from mines along the edge of Lake Superior to steel mills in states around the Great Lakes region.
Fleeting areas on the Mississippi River. As part of research into potential river training structures, staff in the USACE St. Louis District acquired multiple years of historic AIS vessel position reports for a portion of the Mississippi River. Figure 10 shows position reports by month from January through December 2015, revealing a year of traffic that utilized the main navigation channel as well as designated fleeting areas (shown as red polygons in Figure 10). The unexpected finding from plotting this historic AIS data was the revelation of previously unknown barge fleeting activity areas, represented as the multi-color cluster of points above the marker for River Mile 171 in Figure 10. Findings from multiple areas along the Mississippi River informed staff about existing commercial vessel utilization patterns and areas to avoid for construction.
consideration. More details about this study are available in *AIS Data Case Study: St. Louis Area Commercial Vessel Fleeting Activity and Potential River Training Structures* by Tabbert et al. (2020).

**RESULTS:** The examples described above show how AIS capabilities and data contribute to real-time waterway operations, incident investigations, and historical waterway use analysis across the USACE. These examples are not all encompassing but rather represent a subset of exemplar use cases. The value of this information for decision-making purposes has not been formally quantified. However, the expanding user base for the LOMA software within USACE, and for the AISAP software within USACE and across other partner federal agencies (including the USCG, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Homeland Security, and Department of Transportation), indicates there is a substantial demand for AIS data to answer a variety of questions about how America’s waterways are being used. Figure 11 shows a recent map of AIS transceiver locations and estimated transmit/receive coverage extent for coastal and inland regions, including AIS towers maintained by the USCG and other partner organizations. This map, and the authors’ experience, shows that there are still coverage gaps in coastal areas and along inland waterways that serve commercial interests. Installing additional transceivers to provide seamless AIS coverage would likely benefit commercial users, infrastructure managers, and researchers with an interest in commercial navigation.
Figure 11. Map of NAIS landside towers and approximate transmit/receive ranges. Abbreviations used for NAIS tower owners: ACOE, Army Corps of Engineers; PSS, Primary Shoreside (USCG); MXAK, Marine Exchange of Alaska; VTS, Vessel Traffic Service; SLSDC, St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation. (Credit: USCG)
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